The Hollyridge Strings – single and album

From the films “The Seven Faces of Dr. Lao” and “The Fall of the Roman Empire”

386  The Hollyridge Strings  Theme from the Seven Faces of Dr. Lao/
The Fall of Love  Capitol 5165 (US)  1964

Leon is not audible at all on either of the tracks. Conducted by H. B. Barnum and prod. Dave Axelrod.

1479  The Hollyridge Strings  Love Me Do/P.S. I Love You/All My Loving/
Can't Buy Me Love  Capitol PRO 2626 (US)  1964

Leon's not audible on "Love me do" or "P.S. I Love You", but he is all over "All My Loving" and there is a nice piano on "Can't Buy Me Love", but I'm not sure it's Leon.

Artist Biography by Jason Ankeny  http://www.allmusic.com/artist/the-hollyridge-strings-mn0000960117/biography

The Hollyridge Strings was a catchall name for the group of largely interchangeable studio musicians who recorded a series of easy listening instrumental albums for Capitol Records at the peak of the British Invasion era. The project was masterminded by music industry veteran Stu Phillips, a composer and producer who previously headlined his own series of Capitol easy listening records including Organ and Strings in Stereo before leaving the label in 1960 to become head of A&R for Colpix Records, where he produced a series of pop smashes including The Marcells' "Blue Moon," Shelly Fabares' "Johnny Angel," Paul Petersen's "My Dad," and James Darren's "Goodbye, Cruel World." In 1964 he returned to Capitol, where his familiarity and dexterity with the rock idiom made him the logical choice to cash in on Beatlemania with a record targeted at a more mature audience; the first Hollyridge Strings record, "The Beatles Song Book", was a Top Ten hit, and resulted in similarly syrupy collections of hits by Elvis Presley, The Beach Boys, The Four Seasons and Simon & Garfunkle.
At one point in time, no fewer than three different Hollyridge Strings LPs hovered in the Billboard Top 20, and their success spurred copycat projects from labels including Vee-Jay The Castaway Strings, Liberty, The Sunset Strings and MGM The Fabulous Strings. During his Capitol stint Stu Philips also headlined his own "Feels Like Lovin’", a minor classic of ’60s soft pop that added vocals to the signature Hollyridge Strings sound.